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ABSTRACT

Water is considered to be the most essential and vital resources to sustaining life. Ensuring its delivery to people

with no intrusion of harmful impurities, safe, reliable, and in an affordable manner is one of huge challenge amid

to the ongoing climate transformations. This demands to introduce a cost effective and notion of real-time monitor-

ing system that can detect the microbiological contaminants in aqueous solutions in timely manner to protect the

public and environment health. In this paper, the prospects of integrating non-invasive terahertz (THz) waves with

machine learning (ML) enabled technique is studied. The research explores a method of using Fourier transform

Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) system to observe the absorption spectra and characteristics of three solvents solu-

tion, including salt, sugar and glucose with various quantity in aqueous solutions in the frequency range of 1 THz

to 20 THz. In this study, due to the different molecular configuration and vibration modes of substances, distinct

absorption spectra peaks were achieved for different concentrations of solvent solutions at certain sensitive THz

region. Moreover, using measurements observations data, meaningful features are extracted and incorporated four

algorithms such as random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (D-tree) and k-nearest neigh-

bour (KNN). The results demonstrated that RF obtained a higher accuracy of 84.74% in identifying the substance in

aqueous solutions. Moreover, it was also found that RF with 97.98%, outperformed other classifiers for estimation

of salts concentration added in aqueous solutions. However, for sugar and glucose concentrations, SVM exhibited

a higher accuracy of 93.11% and 96.88%, respectively, compared to other classifiers. Thus, proposed technique in-

corporating ML with THz waves, may be significant in providing an efficient, cost-effective and real-time monitoring

for water quality detection system.

Introduction

In a rapidly developing and modern world, the importance and preservation of clean water without any harmful impurities for

the overall global health, environmental protection, and economic development cannot be undervalued1. Providing sufficient

and affordable water in a safe and reliable way with limited resources is a huge challenge of mounting sternness as the demand

increases with a rising population1,2. Also, fresh and unpolluted water is worsened by climate transformations, more regular

droughts in many parts of the word, and by water pollution, making it more demanding and costly to handle1,2. Mostly, the

general consensus among the scientific community is that the emergence of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, measles,

and other lethal illness, often detected and caused by microbiological and micro-chemical contaminants in tap and drinking

water sources, which cannot be detected by naked eyes, leading to jeopardize the public health and safety2–4.

Hence, the aforementioned facts underline the imperative demand for the fast, reliable, secure, and sensitive technological

solutions and vitalization of resources for the precise detection and regular monitoring of water contaminants in vulnerable

population to discourage any short and long-term health consequence2–4. In recent times, many researchers have put tremendous

efforts and suggested variety of directions2 and technologies4 to address the substantial issues as discussed earlier. In this regard,

significant achievements have been obtained through the initiation of water quality sensors, microfluids sensors, model-based

event detection, advanced vibrational spectroscopy and miniaturized biosensors, and widely improved the water contamination

detection qualitatively3,4. However, these different approaches have some advantages and limitations. For example, the



Figure 1. Isometric schematic of Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) system, with the sample compartment

above pointing the THz beam generated at the source, passing through the TPx tube to assess the constituents of salt, sugar and

glucose in aqueous solutions. The observations for each sample ran up to 2 hours approximately.

deployment of numerous water quality sensors seems not very feasible due to high installation cost, time consuming, low

response detection and less reliability2–4.

In addition, results from model-based event detection have indicated certain error rate due to the low sensitivity, providing

inadequate symptoms of contaminates in water2. Some researchers have also considered Infrared (IR) for the swift detection of

impurities in solvents5,6. Though it has obtained considerable advancements and yield satisfactory results6. However, there are

some limitations and have mainly focused on the theoretical calculations to observe the characteristics of impurities added

in solvents and absorption features6. Thus, this technique is transpired as inappropriate and feasible for precise detection

of contaminants in pure water at molecular level and have markedly minimize its suitability6. Despite in-depth theoretical

attempts and substantial significant advancements over the past years, the microscopic frameworks leading to the numerous

anomalies or contaminants of water, often considered as the compact substance or a primary biological solvent, remain from

being fully comprehended by the researchers in physical and biological sciences3–6. Consequently, the concerning effects of

poor contamination technique instantly require developing a more robust, qualitative, less operating costs, and high sensitivity

quantification of contaminants in solvents in a non-invasive manner4,6

With this motivation and limitations found in previous techniques, this paper proposes a realistic method and application of

Fourier transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) as depicted in Fig. 1 enabled by machine learning (ML)7 that can provide

the approximate prediction and detection of even the smallest of contaminants in distilled water due to high sensitivity and

non-destructive nature and can also produce high optical throughput6. This technology includes terahertz (THz), which has

achieved tremendous achievements in diverse field such as diagnostic applications of dental and skincare medical imaging,

invisible hazard and vulnerable items, material characterizations, and telecommunications8–11. For this purpose, an integration

of ML with THz can create a dynamic opportunity to uncover, measure, and thoroughly understand the data-intensive procedure

in to minutely observe the absorbance spectra of different solutions in aqueous solutions9. The significant contributions of this

work are as follows:

a) This paper suggests a novel technique by employing a FTIR setup that provides a THz frequency range of interest

operating from 1 THz to 20 THz to precisely determine the various solvents constituents’ characteristics in aqueous solutions
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(a) Salt (b) Glucose

(c) Sugar

Figure 2. The terahertz (THz) absorption spectra of salt, glucose and sugar constituents’characteristics in aqueous solutions in

the frequency range of 0.8 THz to 18 THz

non-invasively.

b) The proposed methodology also suggests the ML driven approach to proactively determine the presence of any anomalies

or impurities in aqueous solutions in real time to protect the environment, include early alerts to protect the public health, and

reduce any superfluous costs.

c) In this study, by integrating THz with ML, we explore not only identifying the various constituents’ in aqueous solutions,

but also to determine the amount of impurities in each constituent solution by establishing ML algorithm technique.

d) Finally, this paper presents a notable and distinctive contributions of THz technology with ML in assessing the impurities

in aqueous solutions at cellular level.

Results

In this work, the focus was mainly to observe the THz absorption spectra (AS) for three various distinct solutions as explained

earlier. These measurements were performed in Terahertz Laboratory, at University of Glasgow with great care. The time taken

for observing AS was 2 hours in order to obtain maximum point data to minutely observe in the THz region for any impurities

added in distilled water. The number of data points calculated as 338 was collected for every sample. During the measurement

process which lasted for 120 minutes for every sample, and 2102 scans were obtained for each sample.
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Figure 3. The methodological approach of proposed algorithm for the classification procedure.

The whole process was repeated for all three samples and data was pre-processed using Matlab 2019a, whereas python

was used for ML classification in the form supervised learning. While performing the measurements, it was very important to

monitor the (N2) gas on regular basis to ensure the continuous flowrate to the compartment, avoiding any irregular behaviour of

constituents added in aqueous solutions. The absorption spectra of all three samples including, salt, sugar and glucose in Fig 2.

(a), (b), and (c), respectively.

From Fig. 2, we have attempted to minutely observe the absorption spectra of molecular-scale dynamics of distinguished

constituents’ concentrations in aqueous solutions. In particular Fig. 2 (a), it describes the characteristics absorption peaks of

different salts concentrations falling in the range of 13 THz to 15 THz range markedly indicating a more sensitive frequency

region for precise detection of distinguished concentrations pattern reaching to 0.25, 0.17, 0.09, and 0.06 approximately for 5%,

10%, 20% and 30% concentrations, respectively. However, considering the range from 15 THz to 17 THz, it can be observed

though it has distinct response for distinguished concentrations, but the peaks of absorption spectra for 5%, 10%, 20% and 30%

are substantially lower than aforementioned range. This occurrence is attributed to the high sensitivity and strong penetration

feature of THz that has depicted diminutive variations of salt concentrations in aqueous solutions at different region.

Upon a close analysis of Fig. 2 (b) and (c), it is also depicted that both glucose and sugar have exhibited a distinct response

for various concentrations in different THz region. Notably, sugar concentrations display a more discernible response compare

to glucose and this is clearly discovered by THz waves. Furthermore, this prominent and distinguished results showed a

distinctive characteristics and functional properties of both sugar and glucose concentrations in aqueous solutions since sugar is

mainly compound of various synthesis whereas, glucose is considered to be pure. These results reveal the significant influence

of added ingredients in the aqueous solutions and interestingly, and also provide a promising method of the rapid and effective

identification of elements for the various concentrations. However, the main objective of this study is also to establish a

computationally competent and reliable method for estimating water quality variables using THz waves that reduces labour and

the cost of accurately measuring these various parameters.

For this purpose, ML algorithm7 has been developed to identify any unknown irregularities or anomalies in pure distilled

water. In addition, it is also aimed to detect the exact amount of concentrations of mysterious impurities added to the distilled

water. Thus, an effective, automated, and precise quantitative detection of harmful contaminants at molecular level in water is

utmost of significance to provide early warnings to protect public health.
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Figure 4. Identification of sensitive region to consider only relevant and meaningful features for the feature extraction process.

Feature Extraction Procedure

While taking the measurement, it was noticed that observations collected using FTIR setup were appeared to be little irregular

and unwanted excessive variations. The occurrence of this noticeably undesired and counterfeit observations may have given

the fictitious information about any impurities or concentrations level added into the aqueous solutions. Furthermore, useful

observations would also have a fruitful impact on overall classification outcome. In addition, presence of any imprecise minerals

or chemicals in water can be highly harmful for overall public health. In this regard, it was significant to discover the sensitive

frequency region (SFR) in the THz region as shown in Fig. 4 with minimum intrusion of any external factors in the observations,

contributing to obtain the maximum information about the smallest particles of constituents in water. For this purpose, specific

region (SR) was established for each constituents’ samples ranging from 8 THz to 17 THz out of whole region. Within this

specific region, absorption spectra peaks for low and high concentrations can be easily discerned with little overlap. Researchers

have suggested and applied many features extraction techniques to execute the classification accuracy12.

Since the observations collected from setup was in frequency domain, so, it was converted to time-domain region using an

Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) to initiate the possibility of acquiring the statistical features of observations. Out of 338

features observations, 34 valuable features were extracted collectively by looking at both frequency and time domain features

and are summarised in Table 1. It shows time-domain features such as mean, standard deviation (STD), skewness and kurtosis

were useful for distribution of data, discovering any irregularities of examined area, and obtaining an evenness to a distribution

of data, respectively13,14. Q3 and Q1 showed how the observation data were dispersed in the two sides of the median15, 16.

The statistical domain features proven to be helpful for choosing most relevant and meaningful features, contributing to the

accurate identification and concentrations quantities in aqueous solutions14–16. In this study, frequency domain features were

also employed such as special entropy and spectral power. The block diagram of the proposed classification system for different

days based on multi-domain features extraction approach is shown in Fig 3.

Classification Methodology

In this research, four classification techniques were considered used namely, support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest

neighbour (KNN) and random forest (RF), and decision tree (D-tree)17. In this study, considering the measurements obtained

using THz waves, two scenarios have been considered and developed a classifier model for them. The concept behind the

formulation of these two scenarios is to adapt the real-life situations where the purity of water is extremely essential for the

safety of human health. Keeping this significant aspect in mind, the performance of all four classifiers were analysed and tested

for accurate identification of impurities and to trace the specific amount of constituents’ concentrations in aqueous solutions for

the given data. For this purpose, the measured dataset was randomly separated into training and testing with division of 70%

and 30%, respectively.

For this purpose, Python SciKit library was used as it has been widely utilized in data-science discipline18. All the
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Time-Domain Features Frequency Domain Features

Minimum 2 Special Entropy 3

Maximum 2 Spectral Power 9

Mean 2

Standard Deviation 2

Skewness 2

Kurtosis 2

25th percentile (Q1) 2

75th percentile (Q 3 ) 2

Range 2

Root Mean Square 2

Quartile 2

Total features 22 Total features 12

Table 1. Significant Feature Extraction Techniques Using Time and Frequency Domain Features.

measurements data was converted into CSV format so that they can be easily processed by Scikit library. The dataset for

different constituents with various concentrations are properly labelled to execute the supervised ML technique. In this regard,

10-fold cross validation technique was considered to critically analyse ML algorithms where each dataset are examined as test

data and the remaining were taken as training data and this process was continued until all dataset are tested, resulting in the

average results across all the repetitions.

In comparison to other ML techniques, the KNN algorithm is well-known for its simplicity and ease of operation19. This

technique operates by evaluating the testing data to the training data. In this scenario, K sample are assigned to a feature

of training data and subsequently, testing data is allocated to k sample that closely matches the new data. Thus, tuning

this fundamental parameter of k-sample plays a significant role in achieving the ultimate performance of this classifier19–21.

Furthermore, the SVM operates mainly on two classes and is formally defined by dividing hyperplane as a discriminatory

classifier. The hyperplane acts as a decision borderline for classification of datasets between two classes. Equation 1 represents

how the SVM operates22.

w̄ ·u+ b̄ > 0

w̄u+ b̄ < 0
(1)

In above equation, ‘w’ indicates the weight vector, u displays the input vector and b denotes a constraint. Furthermore,

random forest is a set of trees for making decisions. Every tree allows performance prediction by searching for features found

during the training process17. The majority of prediction is the final prediction for the Random Forest17.

Feature Selection

In applications such as performing the measurements and dealing with various instruments, possibility of some superfluous

and extraneous features is increased which may result in lowering the classification performance. Therefore, it was essential

to eliminate those features in order to enhance the classification performance of proposed classifiers as well as reducing the

computational costs for deployment. To do so, three feature selection techniques namely, sequential forward selection (SFS),

and Relief based selection algorithm (Relief-F) which are widely used are considered to accomplish the feature selection

procedure23. In SFS method, at the start, empty features are being replaced by some noticeable features which helps to enhance

the overall accuracy23. Compare to SFS, Relief-F can present a relatively effective approach by considering the function

relationships for evaluating the weights of features for appropriate classification and selection instead of relying on different

classifiers24. Just as precision and recall, individually, are incapable of covering all key aspects of accuracy, thus, F1-score

employ the cumulative mean approach to show its performance. By this way, all aspects are considered and demonstrate the

overall accuracy. The higher the score, the better the accuracy. Applying these feature selections has considerably yield an

improvement of 5%, 4%, 7% and 3% in RF, SVM, D-Tree and KNN, respectively. Furthermore, the additional advantage of

feature selection is the further reduction of overall number of features needed for the optimal set, hence computation weights is

also optimized for optimal results.

Evaluation of Classifier Performance using Metrices
In this section, the performance of all proposed classifiers was evaluated by using four commonly metrices such as, accuracy,

precision, recall (also known as true positive), and F1-score25. Table 2 presents the list of classifier performance metrices.
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Classification Performance by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

Classifier Algorithm Solvent
Quality Metrices

Accuracy %
Precision Recall F1-Score

Random Forest

Glucose 0.74 0.82 0.78

84.74%Salt 0.61 0.64 0.62

Sugar 0.67 0.71 0.69

SVM

Glucose 0.61 0.64 0.62

74.57%Salt 0.67 0.64 0.65

Sugar 1.00 1.00 1.00

D-Tree

Glucose 0.67 0.71 0.69

78.81%Salt 0.73 0.69 0.71

Sugar 1.00 1.00 1.00

KNN

Glucose 0.68 0.74 0.71

80.08%Salt 0.75 0.69 0.72

Sugar 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 2. Classification Performance of all three Classifiers using Tenfold Cross Validation

Performance of Random Forest by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

Solvent Conc.
Quality Metrices

Accuracy %
Precision Recall F1-Score

Salt

5% 1.00 0.98 0.99

81.53%
10% 1.00 0.0.98 0.99

20% 0.98 0.98 0.98

30% 0.94 0.98 0.96

Sugar

5% 0.92 1.00 0.95

96.61%
10% 0.80 1.00 0.88

20% 0.81 0.73 0.76

30% 0.81 0.82 0.81

Glucose

5% 0.90 0.96 0.93

87.02%
10% 0.99 0.96 0.97

20% 0.95 0.92 0.94

30% 0.99 0.97 0.98

Table 3. Classification Performance of RF by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

Here, precision metric is employed to evaluate the precision of one of the classifications relative to all other classifications. In

addition, recall or sensitivity values shows the possibility of occurring accurate classification of categorised classes from the

remaining classes. Finally, F1-score is employed to obtain the average between the Precision and Recall metrices. In this study,

the key objective of using these commonly agreed metrices was primarily to detect any potential misclassification, resulting in

inaccurate details about the presence of impurities in aqueous solutions25.

Discussion

This section presents the metrics evaluation of classifiers technique using various feature selection techniques. It is perceived

that after selecting the relevant features, execution time taken by classifiers for performing ten-fold cross-validation was

considerably reduced. The ten-fold cross-validation is also more suitable for the given phenomena because the dataset is not

very large and is often the reality with water quality datasets. In cross-validation, the data is separated into k subsets and

is repeated overall the available datasets, given that K-1 subsets as training set and 1 subset as testing set. Though, due to

iterations, this method is considered as computationally intensive technically challenging, however, it is seemingly suitable for

the given data. Table 2 depicted the quality metrices performance for all proposed classifiers ranging from 0 to 1, indicating the

estimation of impurities solutions detection added to the aqueous solutions. By analysing the results in Table 3, 4, 5, and 6 it

can be noticed that RF showed a higher accuracy 84.74% for the identification of unknown ingredients in aqueous solutions

followed by KNN, D-Tree and SVM, D-Tree and KNN, with 80.08%, 78.81%, and 74.57%, respectively. Intriguingly, the
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Performance of SVM by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

Solvent Conc.
Quality Metrices

Accuracy %
Precision Recall F1-Score

Salt

5% 1.00 0.84 0.91

86.59%
10% 1.00 0.81 0.89

20% 0.88 0.90 0.88

30% 0.87 0.93 0.89

Sugar

5% 0.86 0.97 0.92

93.11%
10% 0.95 0.89 0.92

20% 0.94 0.98 0.96

30% 1.00 0.87 0.93

Glucose

5% 0.92 0.95 0.94

96.88%
10% 1.00 0.96 0.98

20% 0.89 0.95 0.92

30% 1.00 0.97 0.99

Table 4. Classification Performance of SVM by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

Performance of D-Tree by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

Solvent Conc.
Quality Metrices

Accuracy %
Precision Recall F1-Score

Salt

5% 1.00 0.84 0.91

82.10%
10% 1.00 0.78 0.88

20% 0.81 0.81 0.81

30% 0.62 0.85 0.72

Sugar

5% 1.00 0.97 0.98

93.01%
10% 1.00 0.97 0.98

20% 0.93 0.96 0.95

30% 0.93 0.97 0.95

Glucose

5% 0.95 0.97 0.96

95.51%
10% 1.00 0.96 0.98

20% 0.98 0.95 0.93

30% 1.00 0.97 0.99

Table 5. Classification Performance of D-Tree by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

assessment of metrices for the sugar displayed an effective performance, showing 1 for all classifiers except RF, revealing that

sugar is compound of other ingredients. The obtained results by KNN model also shows adequate performance considering

the absorption spectra of glucose and sugar in different concentrations as both glucose and sugar molecules broadened in

aqueous solutions. Furthermore, despite the distinctive complexities and chemical dynamics emanating from biomolecular

vibrations and constituents of distinct solvents, the evaluation of classifiers can be deemed as relatively efficient and is certainly

above the alarming stage. Considering a real-life scenario, the proposed classifier methodology can be substantial by using

the amalgamation of highly sensitive and good penetration feature of THz with ML approach to detecting the contagious

contaminants in pure water

The proposed study, in addition to discovering unknown contaminants in aqueous solutions, also quantifies and unravel the

estimate prediction of quantity of contaminants added in aqueous solutions. For this purpose, classifiers model was developed,

and their efficiency was assessed using the quality metrices. Upon a close inspection of results attained in Table 3, 4, 5, and

6, it was noticed that RF showed relatively enhanced performance compared to other algorithms, showing 97%, 95% and

85.24% for salt, glucose and sugar concentrations, respectively. Also, despite having virtually molecular configuration and

morphological structure of glucose and sugar, all classifiers as observed, proved to have reasonable predictions of different

concentrations levels for both glucose and sugar in aqueous solutions, ranging from 87.02% to 96.01%. For salt concentrations,

RF outperformed other algorithms, showing a prediction accuracy of 97.98% for distinct concentrations in aqueous solutions.

Hence, it was concluded that the Random Forest yields considerable reliability and promising accuracy results in both scenarios,

recognizing the substances as well as its precise concentrations solutions in aqueous solutions compared to other classifiers.
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Performance of KNN by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

Solvent Conc.
Quality Metrices

Accuracy %
Precision Recall F1-Score

Salt

5% 1.00 0.84 0.91

82.10%
10% 1.00 0.77 0.87

20% 0.80 0.80 0.80

30% 0.61 0.85 0.71

Sugar

5% 1.00 0.97 0.98

93.01%
10% 1.00 0.97 0.98

20% 0.93 0.96 0.95

30% 0.93 0.97 0.95

Glucose

5% 1.00 0.86 0.93

95.51%
10% 1.00 0.87 0.80

20% 0.71 0.91 0.80

30% 0.85 0.84 0.84

Table 6. Classification Performance of KNN by Applying Tenfold Cross Validation

However, some limitations can adversely affect the machine learning algorithms, resulting in degrading the overall

performance. This unintended situation appeared to have rarely occurred because of selecting inadequate variables due to its

high intricacy. Nonetheless, machine learning based models are still a feasible substitute to the physically dependent modelling

in predicting the realistic scenarios, where small error can be fatal to the public health and safety. Keeping this mind, in this

study, the strong aim of applying cross-validation technique was to evaluate the consistency of proposed classifiers by minutely

assessing the absorption spectra characteristics of different substances concentrations in aqueous solutions, providing real-time

monitoring of unknown substance, and can detect early symptoms of contamination’s in water. Furthermore, these preliminary

results obtained from the amalgamation of ML with THz waves have the potential to curtail any microbiological contaminants

in aqueous solutions and mitigate their harmful effects on human health.

Conclusion

In this research study, the use of non-invasive THz feature and ML enabled optimized technological solution was presented to

detect various substances and their distinct concentrations in aqueous solutions. In this process, the FTIR system measured the

absorption spectra and characteristics of salt, sugar and glucose solutions with varying levels for two hours and collected 338

data points for every specimen and regarded them as features. Since the observations were recorded at laboratory, there might

be the possibility of some distortion in measurements. To prevent this, we performed features selection to discard any spurious

that may yield forged observations of substance concentrations in aqueous solutions, given the public protection. The selection

of meaningful and significant features drastically enhanced the classifier performance for detecting the substance solutions in

aqueous solutions. Furthermore, the comprehensive cross-validation methodology exhibited in most cases, RF model showed

reliability, and achieved highest classification accuracy in identifying the salt solutions and its quantity in aqueous solutions,

compared to other classifiers. Moreover, KNN, D-Tree and SVM displayed substantial performance particularly for sugar and

glucose concentrations in aqueous solutions.

These preliminary results showed a notable relationship of THz waves with machine learning (ML) techniques. It also fully

reveals the significant influence of ML and its process reliability in terms of detecting the substance solutions as well as their

concentrations in aqueous solutions. The outcome of this work has the potential to a play vital role by providing unprecedented

and cost-effective opportunity in real-time monitoring to enhance a detection of impurities in water and potentially contribute to

the protection of public health.

Methods

Setup

In this experimental setup, a Bruker 66 V/S series FTIR system was employed to accomplish the measurement of various

constituent’s in aqueous solution as shown in Fig. 326, 27. FTIR is a powerful analytical technique, providing a label-free,

non-destructive method to show a rapid behaviour for any redundant impurities in solutions. The system was equipped with a

DLaTGS/Polyethylene (PE) detector and a 6-micron Mylar beam splitter was employed to perform the measurements26, 27. The

spectral distribution of the beam-splitter and detector was 1–21 THz, and 0.3–21 THz, respectively26. To prevent any formation
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Sample Weight in Grams Concentrations (%)

Table Salt (NaCl)

2.63g±0.1 5%±0.1

5.56g±0.1 10%±0.1

12.5g±0.1 20%±0.1

21.4g±0.1 30%±0.1

White Granulated Sugar

2.63g±0.1 5%±0.1

5.56g±0.1 10%±0.1

12.5g±0.1 20%±0.1

21.4g±0.1 30%±0.1

Glucose

2.63g±0.1 5%±0.1

5.56g±0.1 10%±0.1

12.5g±0.1 20%±0.1

21.4g±0.1 30%±0.1

Table 7. Preparation of various specimens including salt, sugar and glucose concentrations to observe the THz response

of the vacuum in sample compartment, and absorption of THz power, Nitrogen (N2) gas was externally purged into the sample

compartment. However, some variations in different specimens was noticed and reasons is explained in further section. The

flowrate of (N2) was set to 600 L/hr as specified in FTIR system guidelines26. Owing to high transparency and zero losses

in the THz spectrum, a distinct device Polymethylpentene (PMP) commonly known as TPX tube was employed for testing

the various specimens. Considerable attention and precautionary measures were taken to ensure that the sampling device is

positioned in the same location every time in sample compartment to reduce the distortion in measurements27.

Sample Preparation

In this study, three various specimens were considered for measurements including table salt, pure sugar, and glucose as

described in Table 7. Salt and sugar were bought from Holland Barrett glucose was ordered from Sigma-Aldrich, respectively.

To prepare a solution of every solvent, a 50ml of distilled water was taken and mixed with different concentrations of salt, sugar

and glucose such as 5%, 10%, 20% and 30% using (1)28, 29:

Conc =
gram

gram+50ml
×100% (2)

These solutions were prepared at room temperature set to 23 °C by adding 2.63g, 5.5g, 12.5g and 21.4g to 5%, 20%, 30%

and 30%, respectively. The weights of all specimens were carefully calculated using an electronic scale with at least count of

0.1mg. Before placing mixture into the TPX tube, solutions were properly stirred for 3 to 5 minutes approximately to ensure

they are being fully dissolved in distilled water. While filling the TPX tube filled with all solutions, great attention was given so

that it should be filled up to 11.6ml just in lined to beam-splitter to obtain the maximum and accurate information. All the

measurements were performed at an atmospheric temperature of 23 °C.
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Figures

Figure 1

Isometric schematic of Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) system, with the sample
compartment above pointing the THz beam generated at the source, passing through the TPx tube to
assess the constituents of salt, sugar and glucose in aqueous solutions. The observations for each
sample ran up to 2 hours approximately.



Figure 2

The terahertz (THz) absorption spectra of salt, glucose and sugar constituents’characteristics in aqueous
solutions in the frequency range of 0.8 THz to 18 THz



Figure 3

The methodological approach of proposed algorithm for the classification procedure.



Figure 4

Identification of sensitive region to consider only relevant and meaningful features for the feature
extraction process.
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